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 541 install using a image created using PQmagic from an md5sum verified disk image that will be destroyed after install can
someone explain the difference between --nocompatibility and --noprompt? anyone know how to remove the upper panel on

ubuntu. I accidently did it and cant seem to get it back should i download the "vivid" version or "trusty" as well? raven, vivid ok.
Thanks raven, also wait a few days for dist-upgrade to settle anyone knows an iso of ubuntu for z80? raven, you'll be upgrading
to a new release raven, trusty for 14.04, vivid for 15.04 archip, not supported here cfhowlett, where can I find it? cfhowlett, I

can find an iso of ubuntu for z80, I just want to know if its easy to install on a z80 archip, only the ubuntu-ports team
maintains/supports ubuntu for your architecture. ask them I do not know how to join it, and how does this z80 version differ

from the z86 version? archip, ask the ubuntu-ports team in #ubuntu-ports !z80 | archip archip: The "Z80" machine code
instruction set is a 16-bit RTL (Real Time Lag) virtual machine instruction set, for example Intel 80386 and Zilog Z80. This
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instruction set is the base of most 8-bit MCU's in use today and is usually a part of most CPUs. This instruction set can be found
in the Redbook of the Intel 80386 and Zilog Z80 chapters, but may be changed or completely different between CPUs. Ok,

thank you cfhowlett and ubottu ! Hello kapus1, greetings Sorry 82157476af
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